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A performance evaluation of a Monte-Carlo tree search algorithm is conducted in context of
multi-agent maze navigation. The multi-agent maze navigation problem is framed as a
Partially Observable Markov Decision Process where a ground central station is responsible
for decision making. A series of positive and negative rewards are assigned depending on the
agent’s state. A modified Monte-Carlo search algorithm and search heuristic are
implemented to reduce the computational power needed to simulate multiple drones. Results
validate expected trends—increasing number of obstacles, adding more agents and
decreasing the termination goal size all increase the length of the simulation. The policies
derived with the aforementioned method yield seemingly near optimal policies for the
trajectories of a fleet of drones as they navigate obstacles and each other.
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I. Nomenclature
side length of cube defining the simulation boundary
side length of cube defining an obstacle
side length of cube defining the terminal goal volume
parameter that controls the amount of exploration in the search
number of drones in the simulation space
radius of sphere defining a drone
radius of sphere defining an obstacle

II. Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) is a powerful tool for learning intelligent behavior from experience, and
this methodology can be applied to innumerably many systems, including autonomous vehicles and
collision avoidance. For this study, the system of interest is a fleet of drones navigating in a threedimensional space. The drones must stay within some boundary region, representing the range within which
the drones can communicate with some central ground station, as they avoid obstacles and each other on
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their way to reaching a goal volume. To simplify the problem, the obstacles and goal are assumed to be
stationary, and there are no battery life limitations on the drones.
Due to sensor limitations, the positions and velocities of the different objects within the simulation space
are not perfectly observable, and as such, this system must be modeled as a partially observable Markov
decision process (POMDP). Because of the continuous nature of the position and velocity spaces for each
drone, online methods must be employed. Online methods plan from the current belief state because the
number of belief states reachable from the current state is always less than or equal to the full belief space.
Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS), one of the most successful sampling-based online methods for solving
Markov decision processes (MDPs) and POMDPs [1], has been adopted as the algorithm of choice in this
study. MCTS has the benefits that the complexity of the search does not grow exponentially with the
horizon, exploration and exploitation can be balanced via simple constant 𝑐, and it is an anytime algorithm,
meaning that the search can be stopped at any time and return some solution [1]. The focus of this paper
will be analyzing the sensitivity of the optimal policies derived for the drones to their starting position and
maximum allowable velocities; the position, size, and shape of the obstacles; and the size of the goal
volume.
III. Related Work
Monte Carlo (MC) methods have been studied since its development at Los Alamos in the late 1940s by
scientists like Metropolis, Ulam, and von Neumann as they studied neutron diffusion for the United States’
nuclear weapons project [2]. Currently, the idea of using statistical sampling from a probability distribution
that is representative of the problem is widely used in many fields, including implementations in search
algorithms. In classic search algorithms like A*, a positional evaluation function is required in order to
determine the best next move [3]. However, in MCTS, the next decision is made based on the histories, or
a sequence of past observations and actions [1]. This method of tree search is very useful for problems like
high-dimensional POMDPs in which defining a positional evaluation function is very computationally
intensive.
Online methods like MCTS are favored in the problem of unmanned aircraft collision avoidance due to
the continuous nature of the state space. The continuous state space can be discretized with a regular grid,
but this is not always practical because even a coarse discretization can result in hundreds of millions of
states, which is beyond the capabilities of the fastest discrete-state POMDP algorithms [4].
IV. Problem Description
A. Problem Geometry
The simulation space is represented as three-dimensional Cartesian space, and the objects in the
simulation are drones, obstacles, and the boundaries. The state vector of each drone is defined by a sixelement vector including the drone’s position (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ) and the drone’s velocity (𝑢 , 𝑣 , 𝑤 ). Each drone
is represented by a sphere of radius 𝑟 , but each drone does not necessarily need to be the same size. The
obstacles can either be spherical with radius 𝑟 or cubical with side length 𝑎 centered at (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ). The
boundary is defined by the faces of a cube with side length 𝑎 centered at the origin.
B. State, Action, and Reward Models
In this system, drones are said to have engaged in a collision if any two drones, a drone and an obstacle,
or a drone and a boundary are defined by overlapping surfaces, drones and/or obstacles engulf one another,
or drones and/or obstacles are outside the simulation boundary. A large negative reward of −500 is
associated with a drone colliding with another object. This framework has the added benefit of penalizing
drone-drone collisions more heavily (reward of −1000) as two drones are damaged instead of one. With
the obstacles and boundary set, these constraints describe a new space into which new drones are allowed
to be initialized. Each of the 𝑛 drones are initialized in random positions within the constrained position
space with random initial velocities bounded by some maximum velocity attainable by the drone 𝑈
.
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Determining the initial 𝑢, 𝑣, and 𝑤 velocity components can be equivalently expressed as a problem of
uniformly sampling a 3-ball defined by Eq. (1).
}
𝐵 = {𝑈 ∈ ℝ : |𝑈| ≤ 𝑈
(1)
The terminal state of a drone is achieved when the drone undergoes a collision or reaches the goal
volume. The goal volume is either spherical with radius 𝑟 or cubical with side length 𝑎 and centered at
position (𝑥 , 𝑦 , 𝑧 ). The only requirements for the goal volume are that it is stationary and it is large enough
to encompass all drones such that no drone is prohibited from obtaining the maximum reward associated
with reaching the goal of 1000. The action space is discretized and limited to ensure computational
feasibility. For each agent, three possible accelerations of (−1, 0, 1) m/s in each of the dimensions (𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑧)
are considered. This equates to 27 potential actions to select from.
C. Transition and Observation Models
State transition models are treated as deterministic and based on physical kinematic equations given in
Eq.2 and Eq. 3:
𝑈
= 𝑈 + 𝑎Δ𝑡
(2)
𝑥
=𝑥 +
Δ𝑡
(3)
The observations model is also discretized and Gaussian-distorted from the true state values. The
discretization limits the observation space size, thereby enabling repeated histories in the MC search tree
to enable the agent exploration versus exploitation decision. Gaussian distortion on the actual state values
reasonably mimic sensor measurements of state values.
D. Methods
To solve the multi-agent maze navigation problem, a Monte Carlo search algorithm is implemented.
Multiple reasons drive the selection of this algorithm. First, the continuous and large state space renders
online methods as more feasible than offline. Second, due to the scope of this problem, limited thought and
time was devoted towards choosing exploration strategies—an MC search conveniently implements an
exploration-exploitation dynamic via a simple constant 𝑐, chosen rather arbitrarily to be 10 for this study.
Lastly, an “anytime” algorithm has high appeal; due to time and computational power limitations, an
algorithm that can be terminated anytime but still provide meaningful outputs is very valuable.
Two possible approaches for MC implementation were identified for multiple agents. The first scenario
involves a single, but fast-growing tree including all the agents. For two agents and two actions (reduced
for simplicity in showing the tree), this is depicted below:

Figure 1: Single integrated MC decision tree.
In this single centralized tree, an enumeration over all the possible actions for each agent is shown. Each
agent-action combination leaf node in the above tree would be enumerated over all possible observation
combinations of the agents. While this centralizes everything, it grows extremely quickly when multiple
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agents are involved. Considering that there are 27 possible actions for any agent, a scenario with 3 agents
contains 27 or 19,683 nodes.
To circumvent this challenge, without restricting the action or observation space, a different setup was
considered. Instead of a single master tree, each agent would have its own decision tree. This stems from
the fact that most times, an agent’s decision will be independent of other drones—only a select few cases
involving drone-drone collision require interfacing between trees. To interface between trees and consider
cases of drone-drone collision, the MC tree exploration and action selection functions must be synchronized
across all agents. This necessitates calling functions simulate and rollout in parallel. Thus, the problem of
inefficient tree growth is overcome at the cost of implementing parallelized MC tree search functions. This
is depicted below for two agents and two actions again:

Figure 2: Separate but interfaced MC trees.
As mentioned before, the secondary method of separated but interfaced trees was chosen. This
necessitated parallelized rollout and simulate functions. These in turn required a parallelized G model. To
parallelize these steps, the base algorithm pseudo-steps from Decision Making Under Uncertainty were
implemented with slight alterations as described below [1]:
1. Function inputs became vectors instead of scalars (i.e. an action list vs. action scalar).
2. Function return statements were suppressed until all elements of the vectors had been
considered/altered.
Some functions, as listed below, did not need parallelizing because the outputs did not depend on other
drone positions:
3. updateBelief: The belief states (positions, velocities and position to closest obstacles) of one drone
does not depend on belief states of other drones.
4. O: The probability of an observation is used to update the beliefs in a particle filter without
rejection. Because updating beliefs are independent, the O function is not parallelized.
The last design choice centered on an appropriate belief update implementation. Due to the continuous
nature of the state and observation spaces, a continuous particle filter with rejection was determined the
most efficient yet feasible option. A series of test scenarios, increasing in complexity were run to evaluate
performance. Starting with a single drone, no obstacles, small bounding space, and a large goal cube, the
drone reached the end position quickly. Increasing the obstacle count did not significantly alter computation
time. Computation time increased for more drones, particularly because of the need to synchronize rollouts
amongst trees.
Single and multiple drone cases failed to reach the end state with a larger bounding space or smaller
goal cube. It became apparent that an MC depth of 10 failed to hallucinate end goal states for the majority
of the simulation. A possible solution was to increase the time step so that a single level in the tree covers
larger distances; however, this led to expected instabilities in the algorithm. Another solution involved
implementing an action-selection heuristic for cases where the end goal was not hallucinated. When failing
to see the end state, the heuristic selects an action acceleration that aligns the drone’s velocity vector towards
the goal position. This enabled convergence for increased state spaces and smaller goal spaces.
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V. Results
We ran a series of Monte-Carlo simulations to find the best possible action for each drone at any given
time step. Fig. 3 represents a schematic of one of the possible scenarios with 2 drones (blue spheres), 4
obstacles (red spheres) in a state space of size 1000 with goal size 400 (green cube).
Note that positions and velocity ranges of each drone were set according to the number of agents, number
of obstacles, state space and goal space size.

Figure 3: Sample maze setup.
Table 1 summarizes the convergence time of some simulations for 1, 2, and 3 drones.
Number of Drones

1

2

3

Percentage of bounding
space filled by obstacles
.00821%
.00926%
.018%
.00821%
.00926%
.018%
.00821%
.00926%
.018%

Iterations to reach
goal
12
15
30
21
25
35
30
32
40

Bounding box
length
1000
1000
800
1000
1000
800
1000
1000
800

Goal cube length
400
400
200
400
400
400
400
400
200

Table 1: Number of iterations to obtain the optimal policy versus geometric complexity.
According to data shown in Table 1, as the number of drones increases, a larger number of iterations is
needed for the simulation to converge which is what we expect to see. Also, for the same number of drones,
as the number of obstacles increases, it takes more time for the drones to reach the goal space, so number
of iterations increases too. The same trend happens when we increase the obstacle occupancy percentage
which is the ratio between the obstacle volume to simulation space volume. In Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, the behavior
of the drones is exemplified as they navigate around obstacles to reach the goal volume.

Figure 4: The path of a single agent as it navigates around an obstacle.
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Figure 5: The paths of two agents as they navigate around obstacles.
These figures demonstrate that when the drone detects an obstacle in its direct path, it accelerates in a
direction more or less perpendicular to the vector connecting the drone and the obstacle. Once the path
between the drone and the goal is clear, the drone takes the shortest path to the goal, which is a straight line.
Because the path to the goal is straight once the drones clear all impeding obstacles, that seems to indicate
that an optimal policy is being adopted for states in clear view of the goal volume. While the path around
the obstacle appears to be less than optimal, as an optimal path would most likely narrowly avoid the
obstacle while still traveling in the direction of the goal, the MCTS algorithm combined with the actionselection heuristic yields reasonable policies for reaching the goal as quickly as possible.
VI. Conclusion
The results validate expectations for computational performance. Implementation of the search heuristic
significantly improved convergence time, enabling the exploration of larger state spaces and increasing
number of agents. The optimal policies derived with this algorithm appear to be close to optimal in that the
drone arrives at the goal having travelled close to the minimal distance required. Future prospective work
can focus on alternative heuristics, tracking the c exploration constant effects, and including multiple
termination goal states.
VII. Contributions
Andrew Denig developed the simulation environment within which the drones, obstacles, and
boundaries interact. He also made all the plotting features which enabled the optimal policies to be sanity
checked. He wrote the introduction, problem description, and related work sections.
Seraj Desai developed helper functions for the Monte-Carlo tree. This included the updateBelief
continuous particle filter, G generative model, O observation function, modeled the sensor gaussiandistorted noisy measurements, and created the R reward function.
Kimia Fereydooni developed the Monte-Carlo tree exploration functions. This included selectAction
decision function, the simulate function to hallucinate future states and the synchronized rollout function.
She integrated all the helper functions into the Monte-Carlo tree search implementation.
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